
COURSE - ICT for children

Module 1 - Interesting avatars

Description In this module, the students will create interesting avatars, they can create based on
their character or other
Module Lessons Avachara, Voki
Objectives and Outcomes
Developing children's creativity through imagination and using an avatar in the virtual world, put
fun in children's world, kids can be whatever they like.

Module 2 - Online boards

Description In this module, the students will create online boards with stickies like text, pictures,
videos, links
Module Lessons Lino It, Padlet
Objectives and Outcomes
Online boards help students to organize their schedule, put notes, put small lessons, help
everything that can help to the school

Module 3 - E- books - stories

Description In this module, children will learn how to make stories with pictures or that write a
longform story in an interesting and creative way. Children can started writing anything or choose
a topic for any kind of writing
Module Lessons Storybird
Objectives and Outcomes
Little stories help children express their creativity to use imagination and to create their own
virtual worlds, the results will be astonishing stories full of new characters and plots. Each story
is unique and special in its own way seen from the perspective of the child. Children will be able
to learn the language and spread it vocabulary

Module 4 - Puzzle and Words in picture

Description In this module the children will make a puzzle of their images , or in another
program will have the option to create interesting images from certain words.
Module Lessons Jigsawplanet, Wordart
Objectives and Outcomes
Puzzles are used like a game to determine some material or present a certain image in a
creative way, students will do it independently and in a visual way to take advantage of it, also
by putting the words in the picture students expand their vocabulary and create new images


